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fire be repeated?

83% Yes, there are enough
idiots
Canada's own forward senior, Thomas Hope (40), was well supported by his rowdy
Raider fans at their showdown against Green Bay on Saturday.

0% No, I think we've learned
11 % Well. .. Bogart's is small as
well

2% No, Great White has better
music
4% Undecided
CORRECTION

In the Feb. 26 issue, the Photo and Cut caption
should have read: "In the Middle East, this dance
is known as 'Raks Sharki,' which translates as
'Dance From the East.' It was preformed at a previ
ous WSU Belly Dance class recital. Shown here
are local guest performers, Raks Devi."
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Games start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
Over $30,000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants

Co-op
Scholar
Conditlo

is
CALL MoN.-fRI., 9-5PM 436-3580
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Visit www.workforstudents.com

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp~nd
Oyster Roasts
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45459
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Arson/Related Offenses
Feb. 28: Criminal damaging
was reported when a vehi
cle's tires were slashed.
Larceny/Theft
Feb. 22: $200 was stolen
from a person watching the
Thunder Nationals at the
Nutter Center.
Feb. 24: A door lock was
punched in and a stereo was
stolen from a car parked out
side the Biscayne exterior in
College Park.
Feb. 25: A credit card and
$50 cash were stolen from a
students purse in a class
room on the second floor of
the Nutter Center.
Feb. 26: A debit card was
reported stolen from the
vending area in Allyn Hall.
Feb. 26: A cellular phone and
keys were stolen from a stu
dent in the Cyber Cafe of the
Student Union.'
Feb. 26: A purse was stolen
from the vending area in
Allyn Hall.

Feb. 26: Tools were stolen
from a construction trailer
outside the Honors dorms.
Feb. 27: A purse was report
ed stolen a student residence
in the Acadia apartments of
College Park.
Feb. 27: A vehicle parked in a
lot outside the Village exteri
or was broken into and items
valued at $345 were stolen.
liquor/Drug Offenses
Feb. 28: Three students in a
Hawthorn Hall dorm were
cited for possession of drugs
and have been given court
days through Fairborn Munic
ipal Court where marijuana
was found.
March 1: A student who had
fallen in the lobby area of
Hamilton Hall was cited for
underage possession/con
sumption.
March 2: Two students in
Laurel Hall were cited into
Fairborn Municipal Court for
drug paraphernalia & abuse
and another for underage

possession/consumption and
obstructing official business.
Public Peace Offenses
Feb. 23: WSU police rec~ived
a prank call from a residence
in Riverside, Ohio.
Feb. 24: Police responded to
a prank call received in the
Olympic building of College
Park.
Traffic
Feb. 24: A non-injury auto
mobile accident was reported
at Colonel Glenn Highway
and Raider Road near the
Nutter Center as a result of a
vehicle losing control due to
ice and snow.
•
Feb. 26: A citation was issue
for failing to stop in assured
distance when a car struck
the rear of the car traveling
in front of it at a yield sign at
Wright St. Road and University Boulevard.
Feb. 27: An accident was
reported on Loop Road when
a car exiting lot 12 failed to
yield to another car.

■WSU College Bowl
team outlasts past
WSU teams

rel, Jacob, and Hickory
Halls Government

days of aviation.

Friday, March 7 from 7
am-noon, Forest Lane Com
munity Center (underneath
the WSU water tower). $2, all
you can eat. Proceeds benefit
the Children's Medical Cen
ter. For more info contact
Robin Hass at x4550 or
Stacey x6056

■Peer 2 Peer and Stu
dent Life sponsor safe
spring break activities

WSU's College Bowl team
placed fifth out of fifteen
participating schools held at
the Region 7 ACUI tourna
ment at Bowling Green State
University. The team was
comprised of the top teams
from the UAB sponsored
campus tournament. The
team was comprised of soph
omores Micah Fuerst, Joe
Winters, Jon Shecket and
team captain Chris Small
wood, team captain. "This
team gave the best perform
ance so far from any WSU
team," said Patrick Kachurek,
team coach and WSU staff
member.
■ Pancake Breakfast
sponsored by the Lau-

■Vintage aviation pho
tograpfis to be part of
phok>graphers' sympo
sium

WSU hosted the third
annual International Sympo
sium for Aviation Photogra
phers, Feb. 27- March 1, as
part of its inventing Flight
2003 activities celebrating
the centennial of flight. WSU
is home to 4,000 photo
graphs depicting the earliest

WSU's annual Safe Spring
Break Campaign is March 3-6
with the theme of "Get Lei
ed...K.now Your Boundaries."
Events and materials are
•
designed to educate students
and promote students to be
safe and responsible during
their spring break.
■SOM document a
new path to heroin use

Researchers at WSU's
School of Medicine have iden
tified an emerging drug
abuse trend among users of
OxyContin, a powerful pain
relief medication.
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News
Racist re01arks spawn disapproval
Students ·upset over recreational basketball game
Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

•

A racially charged inci
dent, occurring at a recent
WSU intramural basketball
game, has spawned some
anger and concern among
participating students.
The incident took place
when Mohamed Al-Hamdani
of middle eastern descent,
was allegedly verbally abused
by an opposing player.
"According to reports the
comment was 'Go back to
your country,"' said Eric Cor
bitt, associate director, Cam
pus Recreation.
The player who made the
comment, Justin Ward, is
said to have "never been in
trouble and very sincere in
his apology," according to
Corbitt. Ward did not return
our inquiries.
Present during the incident
was Al-Hamdani's teammate
Matthew Blair. Blair wrote a
letter to The Guardian that
voiced his concern over the
way the situation was being
handled.
"They really haven't done
anything," said Blair. "I don't
even want to play anymore."
Fans who became outraged
came onto the court in

protest of the remark, but
were told. to sit down or the
game would be forfeited.
"We had to make sure
there wasn't extended vio
lence. In retrospect, we
should have handled it a lit
tle better," said Corbitt.
"However, harassing officials,
whether warranted or not,
exacerbates the situation.
"He has been disciplined.
We- suspended him for the
remainder of the year from
intramurals and passed it on
to Judicial Affairs," said Cor
bitt.
"It just ruined the whole
night. Every foul became big
ger. It just ignited things,"
said Al-Hamdani. He added
that he accepted Ward's
immediate apology, however
Blair still remains upset with
the incident.
Tempers continued to flair
throughout the game accord
ing to the players and addi
tional comments were made
to Blair. "In the second half
an opposing player called me
a 'bitch-faggot.' The officials
laughed at my pleas," said
Blair.
"I don't think they have a
good understanding of where
we wer·e coming from. They
were unsupportive and told

us there was nothing they
could do about it," said Blair.
According to Gary Dick
stein, director of Judicial
Affairs, the report given to
him by Campus-Rec didn't
warrant any further action. "I
received a report and deter
mined that based upon the

"It's unfortunate that it
happened and we've
learned from it. I'm
not debating if he
(Blair) was offended."
- Eric Corbitt,
associate director,
Campus Rec
information provided, the
report did not contain suffi
cient information to move
forward with the judicial
process," said Dickstein.
The games officials,
according to Corbitt, said
they hadn't heard the com
ments and no response was
given from them. A sideline
official, freshman Jeff Frantz,
does claµn to have heard the
comment.
"It's unfortunate that it
happened and we've learned
from it. I'm not debating if he
(Blair) was offended," said

Corbitt.
Corbitt said that an inci
dent such as this has never
occurred and more training
and perhaps sensitivity train
ing will be administered in
the future. "More training will
help them react and prepare
and do better job in the
future," said Corbitt.
"It is ridiculous to ignore
such things. The referee that
heard the comment said he

a

couldn't do anything, but
later tried to kick fans out.
It's a complete contradic
tion," said Blair. Blair added
that he felt that there might
have been a racist component
to the way things were han
dled during the game. "It's
not something I can pinpoint,
but I have an instinctive feel
ing there is something going
on that shouldn't be."

SG moves to table antiwar resolution
■ Roll

call

been part of SG's old
business during their Feb. 2 7
meeting. In addition,
Fehrman raised another
motion to strike the roll call
vote from the minutes,
erasing ·official record of the
Senate's vote to "kill"
resolution 02.11, the anti-war
Jake Stanley
resolution. Fehrman ctid not
Assistant News Editor wish to comment on his
proposal.
Student Government is
The motion was seconded
reviewing whether a motion
by School of Medcine Senator
concerning an anti-war
Julie Sroga.
resolution was handled
"Although the Senate is in
appropriately. As it now
a tough position I believe the
stands, the resolution was
constituents have a right to
voted "dead" and is not open know what they voted," said
for debate at further SG
Lindsay Schoen, SG director
of public relations.
meetings.
commuter senator, Josh
David Green, Raj Soin
Fehrman proposed a motion
College of Business senator
to object consideration of the and Jennifer Martin, College
anti-war resolution that had

vote gets
stricken froni
record

•

of Nursing and Health
senator voted against the
motion to object
consideration and Corey
Barnes, Colllege of Liberal
Arts senator and Andrea
Bolds, residential senator
abstained from voting. All
other senators present voted
for the motion.
"I was hoping they would
take more time and not make
such an abrupt decision.
They should have gone out
and discussed it with their
constituents and made an
informed decision," said
Chris Myers. Myers was
competing in a competition
in North Carolina and was
not present during the
meeting but feels SG senators
could have handled the
situation more appropriately.

"I think it's about time
they're held accountable,"
said Myers.
The decision will be

"I think it's about
time they're held
accountable."
- Chris Myers
SG president
handled by Chris Copitis,
chief justice. Copitis said he
would consult Robert's Rules
of Order, a book used by SG
to govern their meetings and
seek advice from Dr. James
Sayer, chair and professor of
communications who Copitis
said is very knowledgeable
about the technicalities of the
book.

According to a SG
stipulation a motion to
dismiss must be made before
an item is discussed. "The
question at hand is whether
the motion could have been
introduced at the time," said
Copitis. Copitis said he had
to devote some time to
making his decision that
should be reached by the SG
meeting this Thursday.
"I felt the Senate should
have taken a stance one way
or the other. Now we're
ruling whether or not what
happened was legitamate,"
said Myers.

Place your
classified ad in the
Guardian today.

775-55j7
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·Professor question_s motives for war
Part II of a series: WSU professors speak out on Iraq
~
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Charles Funderburk
Professor of
political science
Valerie Lough
Staff writer
"President Bush made the
decision to go to war in Iraq
long ago, as part of the
administration's goal to
reshape the middle east into
a more Western, capitalist
friendly region," said Charles
Funderburk, professor of
political science. "Since they

took office, they've been
looking for an excuse (to go
to war in Iraq)."
Funderburk questions the
argument that Iraq's weapons
programs pose so serious a
threat that military action is
the only option. "Weapons of.
mass destruction is a pretext,
not a reason," said Funder
burk.
"Bush's case is more than
credible," said John Mor
risette, adjunct professor for
political science. "U.N. resolu
tion 1441 says that Iraq is in
material breach."
·
Similarly, Funderburk is
not impressed by assertions
that the Iraqi regime has any
direct ties with Al-Qaeda, or
that a war in Iraq would con
tribute to the war on terror
ism. "The idea that this is
going to reduce terrorism is
whistling in the dark," said
Funderburk.
Morrisette said that more
terrorist strikes against the

out the war before the hot
weather, keep the forces in
the region until the tempera
ture cools again or pull out
of the region entirely.
Funderburk said that to
require a declaration of war
by the Congress for every

tary engagements, Funder
burk explained that the U.S.
has made a formal declara
tion of war only five times.
Funderburk said that he is
disappointed that no member •
of Congress, with the exception of Senator Robert Byrd,
has come forward with
strong opposition to the
president's argument for war.
"To many Arabs,
"Hardly anyone's saying anyit's going to look like
thing truthful," said Funderit's all about oil."
burk.
The sagging economy may
- Charles Funderqurk
be related to the war talk,
Professor of Funderburk said. "The cur
political science rent economic downturn is
due to any number of fac
tors, but I think the current
military action would be a
stagnation is directly attrib
very limiting policy. The con
utable to war jitters." said
stitution gives Congress the
Funderburk. He predicts that
power to declare war, and
following a war, the economy
although it names the presi
is likely to turn upward.
dent commander-in-chief,
"If all goes well, Bush will
· get the credit, if it goes bad,
Funderburk said that this
title isn't clearly defined.
Bush will get the blame," said
Out of more than 100 mill- Morrisette.

U.S. is inevitable. "We're
going to get hit regardless, so
we might as well take it to
them," said Morrisette.
While the Bush administra
tion has been accused of
waging war in Iraq to gain
control of that country's oil
reserves, Funderburk cau
tions that the United States'
interest in that region is
more complicated than _a
desire to overtake Iraq's ener
gy resources. Funderburk
expressed greater concern for
the appearance of a U.S. inva
sion of Iraq. "To many Arabs,
it's going to look like it's all
about oil," said Funderburk.
Funderburk believes that
weather, not necessarily poli
tics, contributes to the Bush
Administration's urgency to
go to war in Iraq. After
March, said Funderburk, the
heat in Iraq will make waging
war extremely difficult in
that region. The administra
tion has three choices; carry
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With a little help from her parents,
Kristin bought a condominium,
(Kristin's and economics majors)

■ She OWNS her home - doesn't throw her money away on rent

■ She doesn't gamble for a new place to live each year, or deal
with a sublease!
■ When she graduates, she can SELL her condo and use the prof

its to make a dent in those student loans.

Swimming pool, clubhouse, fitness center

Call 320-1150

Minutes from WSU!

.....,..........,__.,_..,. 1-675 to south on North Fairfield Left on New Germany Trebien, right on Lillian Lane.
Mon-Fri: 11:006:00 • Sat-Sun: 12:006:00
www.hillscommunities.com
EQUAL. HOUSlNG
OPPORTUNITY

Pl.ace
your
classified
ad
in the
Guardian
today."
775-5537
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Locals recognize need for night club safety
117 people killed in recent nightclub incidents
Ty Swonger

•

Safety Department, Carl Day,
deals with the fire codes and
occupancy settings of busi
nesses in the Fairborn and
Dayton area. Day stresses the
importance of being knowl
edgeable in potentially dan
gerous situations.
"You have to know your
limitations, the distance to
the audience or what com-

Staff Writer
Mourners of those who
were lost in the nightclub
incidents in Chicago, IL. and
West Warwick, R.I. continue
to try to make sense of what
happened.
Pepper spray was used by
a security guard in an
attempt to break up a fight at
the E2 nightclub in Chicago,
causing a stampede that
killed 21 people and injured
more than 50. City officials
attempted to close the estab
lishment in light of discover
ing nearly a dozen code vio
lations in the building last
summer.
Great White's pyrotechnics
sprayed sparks onto the
stage and backdrop during a
show at a nightclub. The
backdrop, which was covered
with a highly flammable
spray-on acoustic insulator,
ignited into flames engulfing
the entire building in a mat
ter of minutes, killing 96 and
injuring 200.
Both incidents are still
under investigation.
Division Chief of the Local

·
·

''You have to know your
limitations, the distance
to the audience or what
combustibles you have
in the area, and how
many people you can
have in the building."
- Carl Day
division chief of the
Local Safety Depart
ment
bustibles you have in the
area, and how many people
you can have in the building,"
said Day.
According to him in the
rare case of an occupancy

Deadly U.S. club and dance hall fires
.

Associated Press

i.

pt3 rtmcnt-H

TIRED OF THE DORMS?
Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!

Starting at only

$250 per roommate

for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

Act now to receiVe great moire in specials!!
l31UNG Tl /IS Al> IN, \NU G!:T EXTRA SP£('!Al~SA VINC:3!!

937-878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.

Wright State's #1 Choice!

WEST WARWICK, RI - Workers sort through debris
Friday, February 21, 2003, at a nightclub where a fire
establishment and the nightly
entertainers, and the aware
ness of the club-goers.
"I really don't like to say

this, but if someone or some
thing is making a ·fan uncom
fortable maybe they should
leave," said Skira.

_

.

Some of the deadliest fires at U.S. clubs and dance halls:
492 dead, Cocoanut Grove club, Boston, Nov. 28, 1942. Case unknown.
198 dead, Rhythm Night club dance hall in Natchez, Miss., April 23, 1940. Cause
unknown.
165 dead, Beverly Hills Supper Club in Southgate, Ky., May 28, 1977. Defective wiring.
87 dead, Happy Land Social Club in New York City, March 25, 1990. Arson.
40 dead, dance hall in West Plains, Mo., April 13, 1928 (explosion). Cause unknown.
32 dead, Upstairs Bar in New Orleans, June 24, 1973. Arson.
25 dead, Puerto Rico Social Club in New York City, Oct. 24, 1976. Arson.
24 dead, Gulliver's Discotheque in Port Chester, N.Y., June 30, 1974. Arson fire in
near by bowling alley spread to disco.

~eView

•

setting violation the use of
attrition or letting people
leave without letting them
back in is used to disperse
the number of people.
"We have never really have
problems like this happen.
We understand that we have
a large college crowd, but we
never really have a problem,"
said Day.
Jerry Beech, the assistant
manager of 1470 West a local
nightclub believes one of the
keys to having safe night on
the town is an observant and
vigil staff.
Good communication
between the bands and the
owners is very important, he
said.
"Customers shouldn't
press against the stage and
be aware of your surround
ings, including where the
available fire exits are, in
case an alarm goes off," said
Beech.
Charley Skira, an under
graduate here at WSU and
lead guitarist of a local band,
Orange Willard, agrees with
Beech, in regards to the com
munication between the

NT OPPORTIJNmES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSmONS

(937) 890-0467

6851 Miller Lane
Dayton, OH 45414
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Virginia Kettering dies of.stroke at 95
Mrs. Kettering donated approximately $6.8 million to WSU

Virginia Kettering

Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
Virginia Kettering, who
donated large sums of money
to WSU, passed away on Feb.
24 at age 95. The cause of
death was an apparent
stroke.
Over the years Mrs. Ketter-

ing provided approximately
$6.8 million in financial sup
port to the university includ
ing donations for scholar
ships and building construc
tion.
"Mrs. Kettering was a won
derful friend of WSU and
education in general," said
WSU President Goldenberg.
"She dreamt big dreams and
supported those dreams to
make reality by putting her
resources where her interests
were."
Mrs. Kettering took over
the responsibilities of her
husband, Eugene, after his
death in 1969. This included
managing the Kettering fami
ly fortune amassed from
Charles F. Kettering, the
inventor of the automobile
self-starter and holder of
over 200 other patents.

The Kettering Family tradi
tionally were huge supporters
of health care resulting in
such facilities as the Ketter
ing Hospital and Kettering
Sloan Hospital.
"The family was one of the
staunch community support
ers for developing a medical
school in Dayton recognizing
that a medical school adds
quality and quantity of physi
cians to the community," said
Judith Engle, the director of
public relations for the
School of Medicine.
At the ground breaking
ceremony for the WSU School
of Medicine, in 1974, Mrs.
Kettering donated $1 million.
A decade later she donated
$ 2 million to help establish
the WSU School of Medicine
Magnetic Resonance Center
at Kettering Medical Center.

research centers
This focus on improving
medical physicians continues
with a new program, the
Early Assurance Program.
The EAP provides a 7 5 per-·
cent scholarship for all four
"Mrs. Kettering was a
years for one graduate from
wonderful friend of
the University Of Uayton and
one student from WSU. The
WSU and education
program allows students
in general."
from both universities to
- wsu apply for admittance to medPresident Goldenberg ical school at the end of their
sophomore year and assures
them the position in the
school.
Day
the
in
stay
to
intended
"This charitable gift will be
ton area for two years after
used to encourage highly
completing clinical residency
competitive, pre-med stu
training.
dents to commit early to
Mrs. Kettering also donat
ed considerably to the area of Wright State's School of Medi
cine," said Dr. Part, dean of
medical research. In 1998,
medicine at WSU.
1999 and 2001 the school
received $500,000 for

In 1996, Mrs. Kettering
gave $1 million to establish a
scholarship that supported
geriatric medical education
for fourth year students who

Donations from Mrs. Kettering to WSU
1974: Creation of the WSU and Paul L. Dunbar
Library, $1 million.
1984: WSU School of Medicine Magnetic Resonance
Center at Kettering Medical Center, $2 million.
1996: Geriatric Medical Education Scholarship,
$1 million.
1998: Aid in establishing research centers, $500,000.
1999: Aid in establishing research centers, $500,000.

2001: Aid in establishing research centers, $500,000.
2003: Early Assurance Program, 75 percent

The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising the Bar

scholarship for all four years of medical school,
presented to one student from WSU and UD.

on Business Education
nderstanding business
principles is not enough to
succeed in today's complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they're
looking for much more- employees with a
global perspective, who demonstrate
analytical thinking, computer proficiency,
ethical decision-making and teamwork.

U

-

Through top quality corporate,
'alumni and student advisory
boards, and other stakeholders,
we continually fine-tune our
underguaduate and graduate
programs to meet the changing
needs of business. Wright State
continues to lead the way. In fact,
'our underguaduate business programs
;and MBA program were first in

the Miami Valley to be accredited by
AACSB International, the highest accrediting
body for business colleges in the U.S.
And our Master of Accountancy program is
the only one in the region accredited by
AACSB.
But our focus goes well beyone student
education. We also provide professional,
entrepreneurial and economic development
assistance to businesses and local
governments... to help our region prosper.

RAJ SOI·N
College of Business

Place your
classi fied ad
the
Guard ian
today.

WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSIT Y

775-5537
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Wright State University host s alum ni func tion
Over 400 members of the WSU community attended. the event
Valerie Lough
Staff writer

•

The College of Liberal Arts
recently hosted an alumni
"Reconnect" event that show
cased Millett Hall.
The alumni function was
held to celebrate the build
ing's renovation and to invite
former students back to the
campus, said CoLA dean
Mary Ellen Mazey.
"The purpose of the
Reconnect event was to
showcase the work of the fac
ulty and students in the
social sciences and humani-

ties to the university commu
nity and the CoLA alumni,"
said Mazey.
The gathering was an
opportunity to host a CoLA
alumni reunion that officials
had previously planned to
hold, said Mazey. Mazey said
that the event might have
been held closer to the open
ing of the renovated building
in September, but time dur
ing fall quarter was needed
to get the facilities in order.
Over 400 alumni, faculty,
and friends attended the
function that was hosted by

news anchor and WSU alum
nus Jim Baldridge. President

''The event was a
great success
because we had a
good alumni turnout
and some alums
came from Indiana
and Washington
D.C. for it."
- Mary Ellen Mazey,
dean of the CoLA.
and Mrs. Goldenberg were
honorary chairs for the event.

Several academic depart
ments held presentations,
such as poetry readings from
the English department and
geographic presentations in
the Geological Sciences lab.
The Men's Chorale and the
Chamber Singers provided
entertainment. Guests were
given a tour of the building
and participated in trivia con
tests and a scavenger hunt.
"The event was a great
success because we had a
good alumni turnout and
some alums came from Indi
ana and Washington D.C. for

it," said Mazey.
Millett Hall was the third
building constructed on the
WSU campus in 1966. The
$15 million dollar, 18-month
renovation was completed
last September.
"Overall, our goal was to
enhance the image of the
work in the liberal arts, and I
think we achieved that goal,"
said Mazey. "Many of our
alums are still in the region
in important positions and
the event gave us a chance to
'reconnect' with them."

Millett Quick Facts
-Built in 1966 and named for
former Miami University
President John D. Mil
lett.
-Third building erected on
WSU campus after Allyn
and Oelman Halls.
-167,500 square feet.

-12 new computer labs.

-4 electronic classrooms.
-CATS help station.
-The location of 20 academic
depts. including Air
Force ROTC, Anthropol
ogy, Classics, Communi
cation, English, Geogra
phy, Political Science,
Sociology and Women's
Studies.

It's Onl
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Spring 2003

The Computer & Technolog y Show

March 15th & 16th - Hara Arena
Shop • Look • leam
• One of the Midwest's largest computer and technology expos with over
150 exhibitors from the U.S. and Canada - featuring over 600 displays!

Place your
classifie d ad in the Guardian today.
775-55}7
Undergrad degrees available
Night classes just one night per week!
Changing the world one degree at a time.

• Exhibitors include some of the giants in the computer world ond up-ond
coming companies that dick with the future of information technology!
• See the latest in computer technology - hardware, softv.rore, web
designs, animation and more!

• FREE seminars include computer animation, computer networking, digital
photography - even "How to build your own computer," "How to set up
and sell one-Boy" and Internet marketing!

Saturday, March 15
9 o.m. - 6 p.m.

Sunday, March 16
10 o.m. - 4 p.m.

Tickets are $8.00 in advance and S10 the doy of the show!

Degrees available at Wright-Patterson AFB:

Park University
88 MSS/DPEE
5215 Thurlow Street
WPAFB, OH 45433
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NASA scientist .speaks at Wright State
Lecture focused on ·medical advancements made through space exploration
Valerie Lough
Staff writer

Neurolab Program scien
tist Mary Anne Frey recently
spoke at WSU about NASA's
contributions to medical
research. The audience
included WSU President and
former lunar Earth module
test engineer Kim Golden
berg.
Frey outlined "medical
spinoffs", advancements in
health care made possible by
space missions and NASA
research.
Frey said that develop
ments in the treatment and
diagnosis of cardiovascular
disease, breast cancer, dia
betes and osteoperosis were
made possible in part by
NASA discoveries
"The coronary care
unit as we know it wouldn't
exist if it weren't for NASA,"
said Frey.
NASA research projects
led to the development of
advanced programmable
pacemakers, automatic
implantable cardiovascular
defibrillators and laser angio
plasty, said Frey.
Frey explained that many
of the discoveries resulted

from tests and research per
formed by NASA to prepare
its pilots for spaceflight.
"NASA's charter specifical
ly states that the agency
must apply its research and
technology to improve the

•

"NASA's charter
specifically states that
the agency must apply
its research and tech
nology to improve the
quality of life on
earth."
- Mary Anne Frey
Program Scientist
of the Neurolab
Space/ab
quality of life on earth." said
Frey.
Frey explained that NASA
research is making headway
in the treatment of osteo
porosis. Calcium is lost from
the bone during space flight,
so NASA is developing a drug
that will reduce bone loss.
Frey hopes that the drug will
be soon be available for clini
cal monitoring.

Speaker reflects on the improvement of the space program by the sacifices and the risks that
innovators and pioneers faced.
The diagnosis of breast
cancer has been made easier
by digital biopsies, X-rays
that are converted to digital
pictures, a result of the pho
tographic technology of the
Hubble Telescope, said Frey.
"There were some things
that came as a surprise to
me," said Doug Kaylor.
"Things that effect all of us,
our families, it gives you a
new appreciation."
Dr. Goldenberg believes
that there are connections
between WSU and NASA that
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aren't well known outside the
university community. "I
think at the Air Force Base
and within the community of
people who are engineers
and astronauts, who have
studied astronautics, it's
pretty well !mown, but if you
talk about the general com
munity, I'd probably say it
isn't." Goldenberg said.
Goldenberg explained that
the relationship between
NASA and WSU goes back
many years. WSU was one of
the first in the country to

develop a program to train
aerospace medicine physi- •
cians. "All the doctors who
took care of Senator Glenn
when he went up in space at
the age of 77 were graduates
of Wright State's Aerospace
Residency Program." Goldenberg said.
Frey is Program Scientist
for the Neurolab Spacelab
mission, a project to study
the brain and nervous sys
tem.
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Wright State graduates establish scholarship

•

Scholarship
will be
awarded to
African
American
students in
the College
of Business
Dan Brock
News Editor

•

Three WSU alumni recent
ly endowed a scholarship
fund for the Raj Soin College
of Business.
The scholarship, created
by brothers William, Goodloe
and Eric Gillispie, is specifi
cally for African American
students interested in study
ing business. Possible candi
dates for the scholarship
must have a good academic
standing and be in financial
need.
"This scholarship will
make it possible to provide a
superior education for
tomorrow's African American
business leaders," said Berk
wood Farmer, Ph.D., dean of
the Raj Soin CoB.
The scholarship was

developed in partnership
with the CoB and it will be
administered by the office of
Financial Aid. It will }?e used
for any school related finan
cial need including books
and other supplies.
'We have established this
scholarship to provide oppor
tunities for other deserving
students to pursue an
advanced education in busi
ness," said Eric.
After graduating from
WSU each of the Gillisipie
brothers have gone on to
attain professional success.
Goodloe, an 1976 gradu
ate of WSU, is currently the
chief facilities officer for the
Greater Dayton Regional
Transit Authority."
Eric, a 1980 graduate, is
currently tk : 1 }ad of finance
and accounting for Mays
Chemical Company in Indi
anapolis.
William, a 1970 graduate,
recently retired as the deputy
city manager of Dayton.
1

"This scholarship will
make it possible to
provide a superior
education for tomor
row's African Ameri
can business leaders."
- Berkwood Farmer,
Ph. D., dean of the
Raj Soin CoB.

11

We have to give
back, it seems the more I give

Left to right, William Gillispie, Goodloe Gillispie and Eric Gillispie.
the more I receive. A scholarfor WSU not to·promote its
other WSU alumni will follow
ship can mean books and
educational program through their lead.
supplies to a student. How
the black community," said
"It is our hope that other
·selfish it would be not to
Goodloe.
graduates will establish a
help someone since I was
The first scholarship will
fund in their respective
helped," said Goodloe.
be awarded next year and the majors. It doesn't take
'The Gillispie Family
Gillispie brothers are hoping
much," said Goodloe.
Scholarship Fund is our fami- . - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - ,
ly effort to help someone
along the way, just as we
were helped," said William.
The Gillisipie's also-recog
nize the importance of repre
Sale
senting African Americans in
a community in which the
race is very prevalent. "In a
Dayton community that is
approximately 42% African
American, it would be a sin
1
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Truth Be Tol·d

Kiesling.'s resignation, anti-war sentiment

Mohamed AI-Hamdanl
Opinions Editor

John Brady Kiesling, a
member of Bush's Foreign
Service Corps and Political
Counselor to the American ·
Embassy in Greece resigned

last week. Kiesling, a diplo
mat for 20 years who has
served four clifferent Presi
dents, outlined his reasons
for resignation in a letter
addressed to Secretary of
State Colin L. Powell, which
he also faxed to The New
York Times. His letter of res
ignation is quite possibly the
strongest statement of oppo
sition that I have seen
against the war on Iraq.
While you may have or
may not have hear about
this, his letter has created a
mini controversy. While you
may agree or disagree with
Kiesling, he has clearly
earned his stripes by stand-
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ing up against the U.S. for
eign policy and the powers
that-be.
Kiesling clearly stated
that his conscience can no
longer allow him to repre
sent President Bush's admin
istration and policies that he
felt were "incompatible not
only with American values
but also with American inter
ests." Kiesling also posed a
question to a president
whom he says he can no
longer follow. "Have we
indeed become blind, as Rus
sia is blind in Chechnya, as
Israel is blind in the occu
pied territories, to our own
advice, that overwhelming
military power is not the
answer to terrorism?"
His letter is a stirring and
articulate act of moral brav
ery, and while it says nothing
clifferent than millions of
people said when they
marched on Feb. 15, it does
so with a different authority.
It comes from the ranks of

those politicians who are
expected, like soldiers, to toe
the line and salute the flag
without question. Kiesling
broke ranks-the way few in
history have done, and the
way many more should have.
I can only imagine the
courage it must have taken
to not only say no to war,
but also to stand up for what
he· believes in and leave what
he called bis "dr~am job"
behind.
When I look back at the
few examples of insiders
who said "no" to unjust wars
or to tyrants such as Hitler .
or Saddam, I find myself ask
ing why are there few such
examples? Why don't more
people stand up and say no?
I hope that you, the reader,
get a chance to look at the
letter more closely and ana
lyze it for yourself. I also
hope that other American
diplomats read this letter
and follow its lead. I'm not
saying that they should all

step down from their posi
tions, but they can all step
up the pressure on the
administration from within.
You, the reader, can also
help by taking action to
ensure that Mr. Kiesling's let
ter is widely read. The letter
is accessible through the
Internet and was also pub
lished in The New York
Times.
Kiesling makes a clear
case for why the American
public and the world should
worry about the political
leadership of the United
States. I also feel, however,
that by writing this off as the
obsessions of an "ideological
and self-serving" president,
Kiesling missed a large part
of the picture. Saddam Hus
sein would just be another
run-of-the-mill dictator,
unworthy of U.S. attention,
were it not for the large
amount of oil wealth that he
commands.
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It's so hard t
ot a fanat ic pro-l ifer say goodbye
Richard Fischer Jr.
Social Sciences Education
Senior

I will admit I am pro-life.
I take offense to David Hur
witz labeling pro-lifers as
"fanatics" (Issue No. 18, Vol.
38, Wednesday, Feb. 26.,
"Money over truth"). I am
NOT a fanatic.
Neither are the many pro
life people whom I know. In
fact , according to your arti
cle, pro-life views on the
abortion issue do not belong
on this campus! That to me
is itself fanatical, if not total
itarian.
Not only that, you go off
on a tangent comparing
human beings equal to plant
life! I do some work in the

horticulture industry, which
must make me an oppressor
of plant life! I find it hypo
critical that you would put
plant and animal life on the
same level as human life, bu t
yet you support abortion,
which is the taking of a
young human life.
On those lines, you said,
"abortion save lives." I do
not consider over 40 million
aborted humans since Rowe
v. Wade "saving lives."
One wants to discuss "a
woman's right to choose?"
What about the approximate
ly 20 million aborted "fetus
es" that would have become
women? What about the
thousands of woman suffer
ing from post-abortion dis
tress, anxiety and depres-

sion?
What about the fathers
who now do not have to take
responsibility for their part
in the pregnancy? What
about the fact that the baby
at the moment of conception
is a distinct and unique
genetic human life?
I could go on and on, but
the bottom line is, Mr. Hur
wit?, that pro-lifers are not
as fanatic as you claim, and I
would suggest maybe having
an open dialogue with the
pro-life movement before
making such harsh judg
ments.
A university is supposed
to be open to the exchange
of ideas, but it appears you
want to only hear those ideas
that agree with your views.

• Single comment, not bigotr y
Joseph Romp
International Business
Sophomore

In response to the article
"Intolerance in Intramural
Basketball" written in the
Feb. 19 issue: I was a player
on the opposing team in that
particular game. Although
the SINGLE comment by our
ONE player was wrong and
distasteful, he was correctly
dealt with by proper authori
ty. He was suspended the
next game and met with _the
head of campus Recreation.
However, I felt the article
presented a lot of miscon
ceptions about the game.
To begin, the claim that
they "were bombarded with
bigoted, hateful insults" was

•

Note from the editor:
It has come to our atten
tion that the letter entitled
"Michael I need your help" in
the Feb. 26 issue might not
have been the author's own
words. See www.users.cs.
york.ac.uk/~susan/joke/laura.
htm.
The Guardian's policy is
that all information obtained
from a ·published work must
be attributed. There are
absolutely no exceptions for
web or Internet materials.

absolutely a fabrication of
the truth. After our player's
ONE comment, he immedi
ately apologized to his oppo
nent, who, from what I saw,
shook his hand in forgive
ness. Only after this did
other provokers from their
team propel the situation
into a heated debate. Our
"stoic compliance" of the sit
uation was done in order to
keep matters at a decent
level, which was neglected
shortly thereafter. Instead of
'telling' the referee that the
action was unsuitable, they
insisted at yelling and push
ing us and then yelling at the
referees, showing them no
respect for the authority
they had.
Their upset players and

fans got directly in the refer
ee's face and caused more
commotion. One of their
players remarked with vulgar
language in reference to the
opposing team (...). Game
play resumed, with both
teams being heavily warned,
only to be interrupted once
more by another outrage. (..
.) Shouts at the referee final
ly led to a technical foul.
I and others believe that a
demand for an apology from
the Office of Campus Recre
ation is absolutely ludicrous.
The referees should be the
ones receiving the apology
after a distasteful show of
unsportsmanlike conduct on
the part of our opponents.

Steve Graham
Mar keting and
Psych ology
Senior

Throughout my nearly six
years at Wright State, I have
paid over $25,000 in tuition
and books, spent 2 76 hours
in classrooms and labs, and
countless hours outside of
the classroom preparing for
exams and writing papers.
Finally last quarter, I had the
pleasure of turning in th e
sacred document called "the
application for graduation."
Since then, l have searched
for jobs and struggled
through my last quarter as a
WSU undergraduate student,
all the while waiting for con
firmation from the university
to let me know that my
application has been
approved and that I actually
will be graduating this quar
ter. Now that my last final
exam is just a couple short
weeks away, I still have yet
to receive such a confirma
tion.
Every day, I check the
mail for some kind of magi
cal letter that will congratu
late me on my accomplish
ments at the university and
to inform me of all of the
specifics of graduation
maybe even some helpful
tips on looking for a job.
Anything to let me know that
I have succeeded in my quest

for that beautiful diploma. I
am still waiting.
Last week, I was very
excited to see a letter v\rith
the WSU insignia on it, and I
ripped open the letter with a
smile on my face, like a 5year-old on Christmas. That
smile quickly faded as I read
the letter, which was from
the WSU Alumni Association,
asking me for money.
I was not only disappoint
ed, I was pretty angry. How
could it be that the Alumni
Association was able to find
out that I am supposedly
graduating, and could send
me a letter asking me for
money, before the university
(who I turned the application
in to) could send me any
kind of acknowledgement
that my journey was in fact
coming to an end? Could it
be that it is more important
to the university to find
more ways to extract money
from their "beloved" stu
dents than it is to congratu
late them on a job well done?
I sincerely hope that this
is just an oversight by the
university, and that they
really do care more about
the students than this.
Either way, all letters from
the university asking me for
money will quickly find a
new home in my trash can
until I receive something that
lets me know that I am more
than a checkbook to them.
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Scene
The Lys istra ta Pro ject rais es
eace ful awa rene ss of war
Justin Ling
Staff Writer

This past Tuesday Wright
State theater students and
active members of the com
munity took part in the inter
national Lysistrata Project,
organizing and performing a
play reading and initiating
discussion relevant to the
pending war in Iraq.
A table of refreshments
waited outside the doors, and
the small Directing Lab in the
Creative Art Building filled
steadily with a mbced audi
ence of students and commu
nity members ready to partic
ipate in the worldwide anti
war project. The actors and
disproportional majority of
actresses readied themselves
~ a semicircle of assor~ed
48'>lding chairs as touching
unages from September 11
flashed on a small television
set.
The play being read was a
comedy piece by ancient
Greek dramatist, Aristo
phones called Lysteria. The
hysterical version performed
as revised by modern play
wright Drue Robinson Hagen,
included crude stage props
and vulgar prose had the
audience reeling with laugh
ter.
The idea for the Lysistrata
Project arose in New York in
January of this year when
actresses Katherine Blume
and Sharron Bower decided
to use theater to express
their attitudes regarding the
war on Iraq. The project
came to life immediately and
the result was a date slated
for March 3 on which more
than 1,000 performances
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The Lysistrata Project 6ccurred across the country as a peaceful protest.
would be taking place across
the globe in a collaborative
antiwar effort. And so sat the
cast of actors and actresses
with their character labels
hung around their neck, clad
in their casual clothing and
with thick script print outs in
hand.
It was obvious from the
first line of the play that
these were actors who were
enthusiastic about taking
part in this fun and insigh~ful
event. The story follows a
band of women who rise up
in resistance to the war in
Greece that has dragged their
men away from them to
fight.
The women manage to
take hold of the treasury and
plot to bring about peace by

withholding sex from their
mates as their outspoken
leader Lysistrata ascertains,
"We mustn't give an inch of
us." In comical dialect of per
verse references, the band of
women sets out reluctantly to
fulfill its mission.
After five days, the sexu
ally frustrated men are cring
ing at every word that could
possibly be referring to sex
or their own members that
are crassly represented with
stuffed socks hanging at _rhe
belt and even by the long yel
low handle of a giant mallet.
Desperate for relief, the men
give up they're swords and
agree to sign for diplomatic
peace. The magistrate grudg
ingly admits, "Hell, these
women were right all along."

Directed and produced by
WSU theater students Megan
Zieche and Alyse Kittner, the
reading was an entertaining
way to show creative alterna
tive solutions for achieving
peace.
The women, as Zieche
told noted after the event,
represented "anybody who is
against the war. It doesn't .
necessarily have to be
women. It can be men and
women."
Following a short inter
mission in the hall, the seats
filled back up as The Septem
ber Coalition Rep. Mary Sue
Gmeiner initiated an open
discussion that revolved
around the simple yet impos
sible question, "How do we
take action?"

The discussion flitted
around the room ranging
from peaceful demonstra
tions of sign-holders on cor
ners around the city to boy
cotting companies that sup
port the Bush administration.
The importance of educating
the younger generations on
the issues and using the
Internet as a communication
tool were stressed often.
www.moveon.com was men
tioned as an activist site that
was doing a great job of ener
gizing people to campaign.
The problem raised by the
stress of college students and
their inability to make active
efforts against the war in
Iraq. Following the discus
sion, Kittner elaborated say
ing, "We as students know
what we feel, but we don't
know how to act on it."
Additional issues of
biased media that Americans
are fed everyday were
assessed with the sugges
tions of more accurate
sources of news like
www.indymedia.org and
www.csmonitor.com.
Also mentioned was the
weekly demonstration right
here at Wright State every
week. Each Friday, antiwar
activists gather outside of
The Hanger from noon until
1 p.m. in the hallway to
protest the war in Iraq.
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Revoluti on and love in The Heidi Chronicles
Jon Burns
Feature Writer
Life may be going nowhere.
Happiness may never exist.
The urge to give up is
inevitable. These are the
thoughts and feelings of
Heidi Holland, former hippie,
lover of art and hunter of
women's liberation. Her only
problem is, she's not happy.
The Heidi Chornicles, which
closed its two week stage-run
at Wright State University on
Sunday, is the story of a girl's
progression through high
school shyness in the 60's,
into revolutionary action in
the ?O's and into motherhood
and profession in the· 80's.
The play is "set within the
cultural backdrop of three
tumultuous decades of social
change." These short thirty
years of economic and social
upheaval brought with them
the launch of women into
space, behind the news desk,
and in the spotlight.
Heidi is a revolutionary.
She loves her men, loves her
friends and loves her art. Yet
with each boundful step she

The Heidi Chronicles explores the feelings of happiness in a unique satire.
takes, she forgets a little of
herself. By the play's end, as
Heidi has traversed through
the decomposition of love,

the failure of true friendships
and, conversely, her profes
sional achievement, she is left
a near hollow shell of her pre
vious self, doubting the liber
ation and significance that
she struggled so long to
secure.
The story opens in 1989,
as Heidi, as professor Hol
land, is lecturing at Columbia
University, NYC, on the signif
icance of the female artist.
From there we travel back to
1965. It is one of Heidi's high
school dances, as she meets
Peter, a man that will stay

one of her long time friends.
From there we jump ahead
three years, to a McCarthy
dance benefit, and the intro
duction of Heidi's first love,
Scoop, a witty, self-indulgent
man of large aspirations and
an even larger ego.
Opened in March of 1989,
The Heidi Chronicles has been
heralded by the New York
Daily News as "hilarious...not
just a funny play, but a wise
one," It has been seen as "one
of the most acclaimed plays
of our time." Awards to its
credit include the Tony
Award for Best Play, the New
York Drama Critics Circle
Award, The Outer Critics Cir
cle Award and the Drama
Desk Award.
Megan Zieche played Heidi
Holland with a composure
that was sincere to the point
of familiarity. She was so siin
ple and honest in her portray
al of Holland that I would call
her Heidi if I saw her in the
halls. Originally from Can
field, Oh. Zieche took on gen
uine high school shyness,
poetic hippie sarcasm and

intellectual, witty prose in
each of the play's three
decades as if she has lived all
of them.
David Brouillard, a senior
musical theatre major, played
Scoop, Heidi's long-term,
ping-pong love of many year.
They were on one minute, of
the next, constantly back and
forth. Holland meets Scoop at
a rally benefit for Eugene
McCarthy. He is the jester to
Heidi's concrete facade. He
belittles her, boosts her up,
drinks her beer and falls in
love with her. Brouillard does
a marvelous job.
Susan, Heidi's high school
confidant, was played by
Kasey Nusbickel. Together,
they go through it all: the
school dances, the guys, the
late-night women 's liberation
meetings. Susan is there
almost until the end, when
she finally falls victim to pro
fessional priorities. Nusbickel
is great as Heidi's antagoniz
er, dragging her to basement
meetings, marches and rallies.
She is bubbly and confident,
the reason so many attract to
her.
Christian Duhamel played
Peter, Heidi's life-long friend.
He is a homosexual and a •
pediatrician. Duhamel is ani
mated, full of energy and siin
ply entertaining to watch.
Director Mary Donahoe
calls The Heidi Chronicles "a
biting satire - and an affirma
tion of finding ourselves
while getting through life." To
her, directing this play "was a
personal journey." Continues
Donahoe, "It is so true to life
[...] Heidi must find her own
strength within herself."
The Heidi Chronicles was a
refreshing piece of art, more
important than a siinple com
edy. It speaks to us as a
groups, still harboring in
some areas a lack of female
appreciation. To some, a
woman still cooks and cleans.
The Heidi Chronicles shows
gives us the bitter taste of
pointless accomplishment in
the shadow of the search for
true hapiness.
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Aust rian poet share s his work at WSU
Jon Burns
Staff Writer

•
David Chorlton
Manchester England has
been called "the capital of

industry and rain." It was the
town where David Chorlton,
poet, spent his youth.
He was born in Spittal-an
der-Drau, Austria, moving to
Vienna in 1971. He stayed in
this locale for most of the
1970's, studying Austrian art
and painting. It was during
this time that Chorlton,
under influence of English
speaking writers, was led to
his first poetry readings in
Vienna. In 1978, he moved
to Phoenix, where his inter
ests have "broadened from
just poetry to include issues
all they way from war and
peace, to rarely heard music

to Arizona's numerous color
ful birds."
Chorlton says that "he
continues to appreciate most
of the Arizona landscape. He
is currently working on a new
series of watercolor pieces.
He is continuing to paint in
Phoenix, as he is "trying to
discover something lyrical
between the high-rise build
ings and the houses beneath
them.
On Wednesday, Feb. 26,
Wright State students and
attendees had the opportuni
ty to experience, first hand,
the lyrical presence of David
Chorlton, where he read

works from his many collec
tions, including Common
Sights, winner of the 2000
Palanquin Press Chapbook
contest.
Charlton's poems have
appeared in a long list of lit
erary magazines and collec
tions of poetry. Collections of
Chorlton's include Forget the
Country You Came From and
Outposts, from Taxus Press in
Exeter, England.
Recently David has had an
upheaval in his appearance in
online publications, including
3rd Muse, Thunder Sandwich
and Adirondack Review.
As well as the notoriety of

•

•

•

•

his poetry, Chorlton has also
received acclaim for hi's
painting, mostly done in
water color. His works have
been exhibited in Austria,
and in numerous galleries in
Arizona and around the Unit
ed States.
David Chorlton has lived
in Phoenix for 24 years now,
and says "that though it has
been so long, he is still trying
to adjust." For those of you
that are looking for more
information about David
Chorlton, check out his col
lections online or pick up his
collections at major book
stores.
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Marsalis brings life back .in jazz
Jon Burns
Staff Writer

Louis Armstrong, Gene
Krupa, Dizzy Gillespie: all
jazz legends. Add to this list
Wynton Marsalis, a man that
has had a "dramatic and last
ing impact on the craft of
Jazz."
On March 10, at 7:30 p.m.,
The Springfield Arts Council
will present Grammy Award
winning Marsalis, in the Kuss
Auditorium. Marsalis's
albums have sold more than
nine million copies world
wide.
His "exploration of diverse
musical structures has forev
er changed jazz's standing in
the music world." His ongo
ing expansion of the genre
has extended the love of jazz
music into the development
of many younger musicians.

Though Marsalis strives to
secure the history of the
music, he is "creating new
jazz fans by expanding the
music's vocabulary while ini
tiating younger listeners."
Marsalis's program, "Jazz
At Lincoln Center," has intro
duced thousands of fans to
the jazz world. As well, he
helped Ken Burns's "Jazz"
documentary series induct
thousands of new jazz fans
into the genre, as well as
boosting the sales of jazz
recordings to record num
bers.
His career spans more
than 30 albums. He has won
nine Grammy awards, a
Pulitzer Prize, and numerous
other honors. Stanley Crouch
says of Marsalis: "The most
important thing about
Marsalis is that he truly loves
to communicate the essences

of music to his fell ow musi
cians, and to his audiences."
Crouch continues, "In his
dream world, the ideal is that
good old hometown feeling
that he drew from the best of
his New Orleans back
ground."
Born in New Orleans on
Oct. 18, 1961, Marsalis was
the second of six sons. At the
age of twelve he began his
serious study of the trumpet,

and was performing in jazz
bands, funk bands and classi
cal orchestras by the time he
entered high school.
Upon graduation, Marsalis
moved to New York to attend
the Juilliard School of Music,
and in 1980, at the age of 19,
after a stint with Art Blakey's
Jazz Messengers, he signed
with Columbia Records.

Jazz Fans

Find out more about
Wynton Marsalis:
Call
The Springfield Arts
Council Box Office
937-324-2712
www.springfieldartscouncil

OME
Wynton Marsalis shares his skills with a new generation of jazz enthusiasts.
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Nada Surf tours to proIDote Let Go
Justin Ling
Staff Writer

•

Although they were play
ing in Cleveland, their pres
ence was felt all throughout
Ohio as audiences came from
as far away as Cincinnati to
see several bands that have
become a household name in
the underground market.
The first band to play was
called The People. Aside from
the incredibly lame name,
The People are slightly less
than entertaining. While their
music was solid, they weren't
fooling anyone into thinking
that they had anything origi
nal to offer.
It's impossible to remem
ber how long their set was,
but it's certain that it was too

long. The Cleveland audience
was thrilled to see the cupid
hair noise maker exit the
stage. As soon as the guitars
and keyboard were cleared
from the stage, Sondre
Lerche set out his one guitar
and suavely slung on his
other.
No one else came out to
join him. Lerche is a Norwe
gian singer/songwriter who,
at the ripe, bold age of 20
years, wowed everyone in the
room. It was quiet, and the
few who knew what was
about to go down already
had smiles on their fares. It
didn't take long to under
stand why.
The wispy acoustic guitar
was nice, and Lerche was
quite evidently a talented

player. But when he started
singing, jaws dropped.
His voice had the songbird
like quality of Thom York
from Radiohead without all
of the mumbling and stark
depression. Put simply it was
soothing and seemed to
reverberate everywhere.
Backed by a plethora of jazz
chords, hand-muted strum
ming and clever picking from
his guitar, the sound was
crystal clear and his vocals
carried pleasantly throughout
the ballroom.
It was hard to believe that
such a young musician from
Norway was making such
lovely music. After all, he is
just a kid. He even made
some subtle jokes about the
way that Americans talk say-

JOBS!
NOW

HIRING
for

2003-04

ing things that didn't quite
align with his accent like,
"He's an awesome dude,"
referring to his buddy from
Norway.
Nada Surf hit the stage fol
lowing Lerche's satiating set.
It was obvious from the
stream of audience members
leaving the room that this
was a split audience.
Although the crowd was still
just as big, the energy
dropped. By the time they got
to their third song, we were
back to the energy level of a
typical Cleveland audience;
dead.
Their tour is in support of
their recently released album,
Let Go, and although I
haven't heard their latest, I'm
definitely not inspired to buy

it. All of the strong points of
their set were comprised of
tracks from their second
effort, Proximity Effect,
including the moving per
formance of the powerful
song, "Eighty Windows."
They performed a nice
dynamic set of mellow songs
from their latest album and
harder numbers from their
first two records. Eventually
the audience started getting
into the music, but as far as
live music goes, it wasn't par
ticularly entertaining.
Not only did Lerche's
vibrant music contradict the
alternative flare of Nada Surf,
but they both attracted dif
ferent audiences making for
a strange night and an ulti
mately awkward show.
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uIDp into the cockpit for a day
ustin Ling

Staff Writer
Through Be a Pilot, a
ational nonprofit aviation
rogram, students can have a
chance to fulfill those child
hood fantasies of cruising
effortlessly through the air
far above every earthly con
cern. The Be a Pilot program
can put you in the cockpit of
1 single-engine airplane
-llongside an FAA-licensed
nstructor.
Take a relaxing break
from studies and get some
ills at the same time as
tudents get the chance to
axi to the runway and pull
ack on the controls to take
ff. Also during the first les-

son, students also get to
practice turning the mechani
cal bird at elevations of 2,500
ft. or higher and help with
the landing.
At the low price of $49,
students will have the oppor
tunity to have an experience
that they may have thought
might be too expensive if not
altogether unreasonable.
With the help of the Be a
Pilot program based in Wash
ington D.C., nearby training
facilities offering the pro
gram in the region in and
around will be identified.
Both Hogan Air and MVA
Training Flight Center in Mid
dletown offer the discount.
Also offering the program,
Flight Basics, LLC in Spring-

It is an experience that
can open a new world of pos
sibilities and possible a new
found interest in aviation.
Imagine taking friends out to
lunch at a restaurant two
states away without packing
and spending hours in the
car. You could take a day off
and fly to the beach for some
sun on an impulse. Not to
mention the career opportu
nities in flying that could
open up!
So put that research
paper off for another day
and head to a flight school
for an affordable experience.
Hop out of the winter rut and
into the driver's seat of a fly
ing machine, even if for just
a day.

field is just a short drive
from campus.
For about half the cost of
a typical flying lesson, stu
dents can be soaring high in
the sky. It's simple to get the
discount certificate for the
$49 lesson, just go to
www.beapilot.com on the net
and register. The cerificate
can either be printed out or
sent to a mailing address.
Also, cerificates can be
obtained by calling 888-BE A
PILOT.

The first flying lesson is
likely to be an experience one
will never forget. Because of
the impossibly low cost,
there isn't a better time to
take the first step toward
obtaining your pilot license.
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Sports
Wo01en's s1ATi01 tean1 defends titl
• Both swim teams capture conference ·championship
■

Justin Ross
Staff Writer

•

After getting pounded
through an incredibly chal
lenging regular season sched
ule, the men's and women's
swimming and diving teams
have captured the Horizon
League Championship. For
the women, it was a title
defense, and for the men, it
was recapturing the title after
winning it in 2001.
"We had a tough season,
our coach put a real hard
dual meet season for us and I
think it paid off for us in the
end at the conference," said
junior Tim Early.
"It was rewarding to know
that after having such a
tough season, and all the
work we have done has been
worth it," commented junior
Jackie Dexter. "This is definitely the best team, as far as
teamwork and sportsman
ship, and through all that, I
think that was what allowed
us to win the meet."
The University of Wiscon
sin-Green Bay fell second in
both men's and women's
competitions. WSU's women's
team overcame a deficit from
not having divers to capture
first place with 779.5 to UW
Green Bay's 738. On the
men's side, WSU scored 726
while Green Bay came in with
689.
Dexter (Marion, OH/Hard
ing) was named swimmer of
the meet and athlete of the
year for her outstanding per
formances. Dexter broke four
Horizon records altogether,

two individually and two as a
part of a relay. Individually,
she captured the 100-butter
fly in 55.9 seconds, the 50freestyle in 23.77 seconds
and the 100-free in 5 2 .13 sec
onds. Dexter's winning times
in the 100-butterfly and the
SO-freestyle were meet
records, both of which she
already owned. Dexter was
also a part of the winning
200-medley relay and the
200-freestyle relay, both of
which also ·set league records
in.
The 500-yard freestyle
turned out to be a big race
for the Raiders, as they took
the top three places, which
was good for 5 5 points in the
meet. Senior Heather Weil
took first in 5:03.92, followed
closely by junior Julie Cogh
lan in 5:04.39 and junior Alli
son Eckstein in 5:07.45 .
Coghlan and Eckstein
would go on a few days later
to capture the top two places
in the 1650-freestyle. Cogh
lan finished with a time of
17:21.32, with Eckstein close
behind in 17:30.39.
Sophomore Milda Zilin
skaite had a big day, coming
in first through the 200-IM in
2:08.77 and then finishing
second in the 200-freestyle in
1:54.79. Zilinskaite finished
second in the IM to WSU
teammate junior Katie Tip
pett, who won the event in
1:52.98. Tippett also had a
second place finish in both
the 100- and SO-freestyle, fin
ishing behind Dexter in 52. 5
and 24.03, respectively.
Dexter, Tippet, junior

Wright State joined elite company after winning the
Horizon League Championship.
Kristy Corley and senior
Melanie Micklas all combined
to set a Horizon record in the
200-freestyle relay with a
time of 1:35.65.
Dexter and Tippett also
joined with sophomore Katie
Hunter and freshman Amy
Cron to break the Horizon
record in the 200-medley
relay with a time of 1:45.39.
In the 800-freestyle relay,
Tippett, Coghlan, Eckstein
and Zilinskaite's efforts
brought them in first with a
time of 7:43.27.

Despite having no return
ing Horizon champions, the
men's team found a way to
win with depth. The Raiders
won just four events, but had
enough second's and third
places to secure the title.
"The team really came
together and put a lot of peo
ple in the top eight," com
mented Early. "The divers
really helped us out a lot."
Senior Brett Duell came up
huge in his final Horizon
meet, winning the one-meter
dive and taking third in the

three-meter dive. TeammatE:
freshman Ryan Kellerman
was right with Duell for sup
port, taking fifth in the one
meter and second in the
three-meter dive to help pac
the Raiders.
Early won the 100-back
stroke in 49.33. Early was
also a member of the record
setting relay team in the 20()
freestyle relay. Freshman
Alex Dolgov had a spectacu
lar Horizon debut by finish
ing runner-up in both the
400-IM and the 200-breast
stroke.
Junior Christopher Robin
son put on a great perform
ance to finish second in the
100-breaststroke 5 7.59.
The Raiders capitalized ir
every relay event, the bigges
of which was the 2 00freestyle relay, where Early,
freshman Elvis Cirikvoic, jw
iors John Matzen and Todd
Benanzer broke the Horizon
record with a time of 1:21.96.
Early, Matzen, Cirikvoic
and sophomore Bobby McRa
joined in the 200-medley
relay to win and finish just
4/100 seconds behind the
meet record.
Those same four individt_
als also knocked out a sec
ond place finish in the 400medley relay.
The Horizon meet con
cludes the Raiders season 0 1
a spectacular note and will
put the Wright State athletic
program in good position for
a high finish in the McCaffer
ty standings.

Tough trip to Wisconsin for woine
•

Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
The Wright State women's
basketball team traveled
north to Wisconsin last week
and fell to UW-Milwaukee, 8375, and to 22nd ranked UW
Green Bay 96-68. The women
left for Wisconsin in search
of extending their three-game
win streak to five to end the
regular season.
It looked as if the Raiders

were on their way to number
four-in-a-row at halftime of
the Milwaukee game on
Thursday night as WSU built
a 42-3 5 lead. The Raiders
clung to that lead throughout
eight minutes of the second
half until Milwaukee made a
strong 18-6 run midway
through the half.
The Raiders rallied back to
cut the Panther lead to three,
74-71, with two minutes left.
But following a WSU mishap,
UWM's Jessica White sealed

the deal for the Panthers with
a three pointer.
UWM held a significant
rebounding advantage over
the Raiders, 33-16 and shot a
sizzling 62 percent from the
field.
Once again, it was sopho
more point guard Tiffany
Webb paving the way for the
Raiders as she led all scorers
with 31 points. Forwards
Angie Ott and Iesha Gray also
added 10 points each.
On Saturday, UW-Green

Bay hosted WSU looking to
avenge 73- 70 shocking on
Jan. 2 5 the Raiders delivered
to the top-25 ranked UWGB
Phoenix. The Phoenix came
out and did just that last Sat
urday as they cruised to a 9668 win at a sold-out Phoenix
Sports Center.
UWGB opened the flood
gates in the second half,
outscoring the Raiders 56-3 7.
The Raiders trailed just 40-31
at halftime. The Phoenix had
six players hit double figures

in scoring, including Kristy
Loiselle's 24.
Webb led the Raiders wit
22 points and Gray and Rhea
Mays added 10 apiece.
The women end their reg
lar season at 11-16 overall
with a 8-8 mark in confer
ence play.
The Raiders played well
enough to claim the fourth
seed in the conference tour
nament next week in Green
Bay.
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WSU track ends indoor season
Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer

The Wright State women's
track team brought their
indoor season to a close this
past weekend, at the Horizon
League championships, held
at the University of Wiscon
sin Milwaukee. After much
hard work this winter the
Raiders hoped to make this
their best meet of the season,
but it just wasn't meant to
be.
In the first day of competi
tion the lady Raiders failed to
even qualify anyone for the
finals in the 60-meter dash,
the 600-meter hurdles, the
200-meter dash or 400-meter
dash. As a result the Raiders
took themselves out of posi
tion to score points in any of
those events. The two bright
spots in the opening day of
competition came in the 800meter run prelims and in the

5,000-meter run. In the 800meter event, junior Leslie
Reinhard was able to capture
the last spot in the finals,
putting herself in position to
score points for the team. In
the longest race of the meet,
the 5,000 meters, senior dis
tance standout Jessica Kuhr
was able to grab a fifth place
finish with a time of 18:09.
The time was very close to
her best time of the season
and proved strong enough to
place her well enough to
score. Rounding out the first
day of competition was the
distance medley in which the
Raiders placed sixth.
The second day of compe
tition didn't prove to be
much more successful for the
Raiders either. With few of ·
the lady Raiders advancing to
the Sunday finals points were
just as hard to come by.
However, there were some
bright spots for the Raiders.

In the 800-meter run Rein

hard was able to take 8th
place in the finals with a time
of two minutes and thirty
seconds. Also scoring individ
ually for the Raiders was jun.
ior Jessica Stanley who man
aged an 8th place finish in
the shot put with a toss of 3 5
feet nine and a half inches.
The only other points the
Raiders managed came in the

always exciting 4x400 meter
relay. In the relay the Raiders
edged out Butler by three
tenths of a second to snatch
5th place in a solid time of
four minutes and 4.46 sec
onds.
So with the indoor season
now over the team will begin
preparing for the intense out
door season which will kick
off over spring break when

the team travels south for a
pair of meets at Clemson and
then in Atlanta. The next
three weeks will be spent
transitioning some of their
training to the outdoor track
and preparing for the differ
ent outdoor events. With
such a young team, the
•
Raiders are hoping to use the
experience they gained this
winter to help them have an

Baseball picks up first win
Matt Koehler

Sports Editor
The Wright State baseball
team earned their first victo
ry of the season this past
weekend as they beat the
Hilltoppers of Western Ken
tucky 10-4 on Sunday.
Despite the win, WSU lost
three of four to WKU in the
weekend series.
Freshman Chris Snyder
made his first collegiate start
and picked up his first win as
a Raider, giving up just seven
hits and two runs in six
innings of work.
The Wright State bats
erupted in the third inning as
the Raiders manufactured
four runs on four hits. Senior
Chris Tuttle was the first to
come across the plate off a
single from junior Matt

Barhorst. Later that inning
sophomore Bryan Vickers
connected with a two-run
home run, his first on the
season.
Tuttle got the Raider
offense going again in the
fourth inning as his lead off
single eventually led to a run
after taking advantage of a
WKU error. Vickers and
freshman Pat Masters added
RBI' s for WSU in the inning.
The Raiders did more
damage in the seventh as
sophomore Adam Mortom
doubled, knocking in Masters
and Vickers.
Vickers wound up 4-6 in
the game with four RBI's and
three runs scored. Matthews
and Barhorst each collected
three hits and two runs,
while Tuttle had two hits and
two runs.

In game one, the Raiders
started off solid, jumping out
to an early 3-1 lead heading
into the fourth inning. In the
sixth inning, Western Ken
tucky rally put the Hilltop
pers ahead for good. They
went on to beat the Raiders
8-4.
After starting out well,
allowing just one run
through three, starter Casey
Abrams began to slip after
that giving up the Raiders
lead. Abrams gave up all
eight runs on ten hits while
striking out ten. Aorams has
a 5.54 ERA and 17 strikeouts
after two games.
The Raiders look to add
some more "W's" in their win
column this weekend as they •
travel to Murray State for a
three-game series.

Poetry Slam 20031
Tuesday

March 11th
7:00p.m.- 10:00p.m.
S-tudent Union Multipurpose Room

.,t

·\\ be awarded
d 3rd p\ace.
1s-t, 2nd, an

pr,zeS W\

The first 40 1nin. ,..vill be open mic for any student who is
interested in reading noncompetitively. The SLAl\1. ,.vill
follovv. Judges will be randomly selected from the
audience. If you are interested in participating please s·gn
up in the lJA.B Office (,.v028 Student Union) or at the door.
Space is lin1.ited so register early. Call Tiffani at x5500 if
you have any questions.
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Seniors shine, Raiders down Green Bay
Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

The men's basketball team
ended-their regular season
with a 77-74 win over the
Wisconsin-Green Bay Phoenix
last Saturday as the Nutter
Center and Raider fans
•
wished farewell to their
three graduating seniors.
Seniors Joe Bills, Tyson
Freeman and Thomas Hope
each delivered strong per
formances to end the
Raiders three-game losing
streak and give the team
some much needed momen
tum heading into next
week's Horizon League
championship tournament.
"All three of us were real
ly able to contribute today,"
Bills said.
With just over a minute
left in the game, Bills
drained a three pointer from
the right comer, the same
comer he sunk Detroit with
back on Jan. 9th on a buzzer
beater. Bills three put the
game out of reach for the
Phoenix.
"I wasn't thinking," Bills
said. "I had a flashback to
the Detroit game for a
ute.Ithoughoutthe
~
, . ,exact same thing. Vemard
went and took like five guys
with him, so I was wide
open."
As a team, Wright State
was on fire beyond the arc,
going 10-for-20 on the game.
The Raiders outshot UWGB,
connecting on 48 percent of
their field goals and 77 per
cent of their foul shots.
The Raiders effectively
used their shooting accuracy
to compensate for their
opponents usual rebounding
edge. UWGB stayed close to
the Raiders throughout the
game with many second and
third chance opportunites.
The Phoenix out-rebounded
WSU 43-27 and put up 12
more shots than the Raiders.
Freeman and Hope also

•

t do you mean
a call to plac

Well focusep Vernard Hollins (00), dominated the
offensive with their victory over Green Bay on
Saturday.
played crucial roles down
the stretch for the Raiders.
Freeman, the team's best
defender, silenced UWGB's
leading scorer Matt Rhode in
the first half to just four
points and sacraficed his
body, hitting the deck on
several occasions for loose
balls and. Freeman resusci
tated the Raider offense with
six minutes left after UWGB
closed WSU's lead to two, 5553, after a pair of Brandon
Hansen threes. Freeman put
the lead back up to eight
sinking there free throws
and a three pointer. Freeman
scored 19 points while going
4-6 from beyond the arc,
along with four steals. Hope
had a clutch tip back and a
free throw down the stretch
for the Raiders.
Senior Vernard Hollins
and junior Seth Doliboa had
solid games as well. Hollins
and Doliboa got WSU off to a
strong first half start, scor
ing 31 of the Raiders 41 first
half points. WSU led 41-27 at
the half. As it has been the
case most of the year for the

Raiders, Hollins and Doliboa
were able to create their own
shots and score with consis
tency. Hollins broke down
the Phoenix defense with
many dribble penetration
buckets and kick-outs.
Hollins led the team with 26
points and seven assists
while Doliboa added 17
points.
Coach Schilling got quality
minutes out of his bench as
well from forwards Mark
Starkey and Braden Bush
man. In the final minutes of
the game, with Doliboa sit
ting on four fouls, Coach·
Schilling made
offense/defense subsitutions
with Starkey to keep Doliboa
from picking up his fifth.
Starkey gave Schilling quality
minutes defending UWGB
center Greg Babcock and col
lecting four big rebounds.
Bushman added four points
and two steals.
The picture was not so
pretty for the Raiders last
Thursday as they hosted an
aggressive, talented UW-Mil
waukee team that put it to

the Raiders and served up
WSU a 98-65 thumping. At
least the blow out was to a
good team this time as the
Raiders lost there previous
two games by an average of
19 points .
The Raiders shot poorly
against Milwaukee, 38 per
cent, and were not able to hit
the offensive boards for sec
ond chance opportunities.
Despite good efforts, WSU
watched Milwaukee shoot
lights out all night and
watch the Panthers have
their way with the Raiders in
every category except min
utes played. Milwaukee shot
over 50 percent, 35 of 65,
and out-rebounded the
Raiders 48-23.
UWM's Clay Tucker put on
a basketball clinic for the
Nutter Center crowd of 4,519
as the Llma native put up 40
points on 15 of 26 shooting.
Hollins led the Raiders with
25 points.
Seth Doliboa was honored
last Sunday by the Horizon
League as he was selected to
Horizon League's first team.
Doliboa averaged 22.2 points

and 7.6 rebounds per game,
while finishing second in the
conference in scoring and
ninth in the nation in scor
ing.
March is here and the
slate is now clean for the
Raiders, 10-18 on the regular
season, 4-11 in conference
play, as they head up to
Detroit Tuesday night for the
first round of the Horizon
League championship tour
nament.
At stake, an invite to the
NCAA Tournament. Butler
earned the top seed in the
tournament after beating
UWM last Saturday on a
game-winning three pointer
to win the regular season
title. UWM and UIC also look
to be contenders for the
tournament championship.
In what has been a roller
coaster season for the
Raiders who started off their
season 4-0 and finished it 618, the team looks to at least
go one or two advances deep
into the tournament alth
ough it is now March and
crazy things will inevitably
transpire.

FecEx
u

:J
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break

a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs .
• Ability to load, unload, and sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
•
• $8 .50-9.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises

Qualified Candidates apply in person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
Women and Minorities are e(lcouraged to apply.

EOE/AA

Guardian has teamed up with CarsForGrads.com to help graduating
seniors find rebates on their favorite cars. Visit
www.theguardianonline.com and cfick on our ad for more information.

Fedex.com/us/careers
While visiting the newspaper online, be sure and sign up for the email edition.
It's the best way to stay informed beyond graduation, and it's free.
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Weekly Sports Schedul e 3/5-3/11
Baseball

Gol f plac es 4th
Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer

Sat., March 8 at Murray State (DH) 1 p.m.
Sun., March 9 at Murray State 2 p.m.

Men's Basketball
Horizon League Tournamen t
March 7-March 11
Quarterfinal s, Semifinals, Finals at Milwaukee

Women's Basketball
Horizon League Tournamen t
March 5-March 9
at Wisconsin-G reen Bay

Golf
Sat. and Sun., March 8-March 9
Big Red Classic at Ocala, FL (54 holes)

Softball
49er Classic (at Charlotte, NC)
Fri., March 7 vs. Akron 9 a.m.
vs. Liberty 11 a.m.
Sat., March 8 vs. Virginia 11 a.m.
Sun., March 9 at Charlotte 10 a.m.
Championsh ip game 2 p.m.

Women's Tennis
Fri., March 7 vs. UW-GREEN BAY 6 p.m.
Sat., Marc~ 8 vs. YOUNGSTO WN STATE 2 p.m.
Sun., March 9 at Louisville 2 p.m.

The Wright State Universi
ty men's golf team kicked off
their 2003 spring season this
past weekend at the Geico
Direct Pirate Classic, hosted
by Armstrong Atlantic State
University in Savannah, Geor
gia. Coming off an exception
al fall season the Raiders
were looking to hit the
ground running at this tour
nament, and while they did
n't exactly play their best
they still managed to place
4th in the seven team field.
Liberty ran away with the
team honors firing a com
bined score of 619. liberty
was followed by South Caroli
na-Aiken who shot a total
score of 627. After that it
was a close race for third
with host school Armstrong
Atlantic narrowly edging out
the Raiders 635 to 636.
Leading the way for the
Raiders individually was sen
ior John Schones. Schones
who had an outstanding fall
shot rounds of 78 and 76
wli.ich gave him a two round
total of 154, good enough for

6th place. Schones was
backed by sophomore Marty
Miller who put up rounds of
80 and 79 (159) which earned
him a 14th place finish. Right
behind Miller, tied for 15th
was senior standout Jesse
Hutchins who fired rounds of
79 and 81 (160). Rounding
out the top five were sopho
more Brandon Judy and
freshman Jason Williams who
tied for 32nd place overall
with scores of 167.
While it may not have
been quite what the Raiders
were looking for it was a
good start none the less.
Considering the type of win
ter we have had golf has not
been something that many
people have been able to get
out and do. So unlike many
of the southern schools this
was the first time the Raiders
had been on a course all win
ter. Now with a tournament
under their belt the team will
be looking to pick up their
play at their next tournament
which will be this coming
Saturday and Sunday at the
Big Red Classic in Ocala
Florida.

Attentio n Graduat ing Student s
Did you know that you <'an reduce Does it Matter When You Choose to
tbe interest rate on your student Consolidate?
Yes. If )OU :ire about lo graduate
loans and save thousands of
consoliduling .,our (or ha e recenll) graduated) timing is
cr1tkru to ma: im1zing the amount that
you can sa, c with consolidation. It
The Higher Education Act. you "'ail too long to appJ) for
est.ablisht!d b) Congre s. a1kms an_ consolidation. )Oil might miss <)lit on
graduate (or paTenl \\;lh Pl .US loans) lhe opportunil) lo reduce the interest.
to consolidate their student loans by rate on all your loans by 0.60<Jf
combining all their eligible student
loan· into a single loan issued b~ a '\\/'hat Do«.'S it Co!,t to Consolidate?
There are no fee,; or cn:;,tlil ,:hed.s.
nt::~ len<lt::r_ Gratlual6 who do lhis
imme<lialel) afl.t!r gnulualion (while nor i. there any penall) for earl
they arc still in their non-repayment repayment ot your consolidation Joan.
period) arc abJc to reduce th interest , otc however. that you can on!)
dollurs

www.

:the&uardian
. online.~om

Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adop
tions. Choose and meet
adoptive parents. Services
are free to birth parents
1-800-643-33 56
Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancy
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmed
center.com

Need Cash? We buy,
trade, and consign used
musical instruments. Call
427-4382, or e-mail us at
musicgoround @erinet.co
m for details. We also
offer lessons and .repairs.
MUSIC-GO-ROUND 3464
New Germany Trebein Rd.
in Beavercreek.
Therapeutic massage.
20% student discount.
House calls if condition
neccesitates. KRISTIN
MARKLING, LMT. Office
located in Yellow Springs.
830 Xenia Ave., 3rd floor.
(93 7)626-2645

h)

, tudent loans after graduation?

rnte on all their eJigibJe Joans b)

''MIYABI" for penpals &
collectors - $5, "SINGLES
INT'L" for partner seekers
- $4. Both bulletins pub
lished bi-monthly. (Cash
only accepted. No checks
please.) Send your details
+ message for free listing.
Yuko Sakuramoto, 2223-1
Kugu Matsubase, Shimo
mashiki-gun, Kumamoto
869-0532, JAPAN

consolidate once and consolidation <.,m
certain

deferment

aml

{)6(}<.'t, - polentiall) saving lhemst:he.

afl't!cl

thou. ands of dollars.

cancellation benefits ossociated with
Joans.

·1 here arc sc, cral other benefits
Student Loan Arc you about to Graduate?
associated with
J\cl now h) registering ~ ith the
Consoli<lalion anti these include:
• The ability to reduce your monthly Student )..( an Consolidation Program
interest repayments by up to 54% by (SLCP). It is free and involves no
extending your repayment period. obligation. SLCP '"'ill simply provide
This may help ) ou in matching ) our you with information on ~- hat
income level tu your repayment consolitlmi,m is all ahuul antl contact
you after graduation to remind you ot
obligations.
• Hxing the interest rate on your the opportunity to reduce your interest
loans lo tale advantage of the rnte by consolidating early.
historically low interest rates that are
Guardian has teamed up with
clJTrelltl}' availahle for lhe life of )OUT
loru1:s. Your existing loans arc variable Carsfor<irad. corn to help graduating
~en ion. lind rebates on their favorilc
and could rise over time as interest
line.com
rates ri c. Consolidation can ensure cans. Vh,it www.thegumd1anon
and click on our ad for more
lhal this doe n·t happen.
• Deal with only one monthl) loan
While , i iting I.he paper online. be
repayment from one lcnde.r can make
sure ,md ·ign up for the emai.J edition.
your life easier.
your H's the he.·t va) lo sla)' informed
on
more
e\-en
• Sa,e
repa ment h) taking advantage of beyond grnduation, and it's free.
'borro ·er h{;ncfit,;' that can reduce
vour interest rate hy up to an
STUDOO LOAN CONSOLIDATION PROGRAM

.....

;dditional 1.25%. by making electronic
and on-time repayments.

Unlimited long distance
within the USA and local
calling with up to 10 call
ing features from your
home phone for $49.95 a
month. 937-298-3985.

ww

. l c p . com

ENGINEER

WE HAVE A SUREF RE WAY
TO PREDIC THE FUTURE:
HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.
Cyberspace controls and laser defense
systems came as no surprise to the U.S. Air
Force. In fact, they came off our drawing
boards. No wonder we're always looking to
hire the best and brightest. You can leverage
your degree immediately and get hands-on
experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out
how to get your career off the ground, call
1-800-423-USAF or visit our web site at

airforce.com.

Your design or mine!

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
0

C
lUE
115 GLEN ST. YELLOW SPRINGS

lassifi
.SPRING BREAK CONDOS!!!
- Beautiful, brand new
vacation condos in Cape
Coral, Florida. 3 bed
rooms with private pool.
Minutes from Ft. Meyers
and Sanibel Island beach
es. $950 per week. Please
call Bev.at 233-0387.
Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS Americas #1 Stu
dent Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapul
co, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Trav
el Free. Information/Reser
vations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

•

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279
5 Days, Includes 10 Free
Meals,
Free Parties & Drink Spe
cials!
Departure,
Port,
Incl.
Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel
.com
1-800-678-6386

#1 Spring Break Vaca
tions! Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best
Parties, Best Hotels, Best
Prices! Space is limited!
Hurry up & Book Now!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlessummer
tours.com

.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH "THE SUM
MIT" LUXURY CONDOS
NEXT TO LAVELA & SPIN
NAKER CLUBS OWNER
DISCOUNT RATES
404) 355-937
SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach resort
$199 Includes 7 Nights
Hotel,
6 Free Parties
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica!
From $459
www.springbreaktravel
.com
1-800-678-6386

Up to $500 per week or
more part time preparing
mailings. Not sales or
telemarketing. No experi
ence required. Can fit
your schedule. Call 626294-3215
Experienced Babysitter,
nonsmoking, to assist in
home with four infants 24
hrs. a week. Flexible hrs.
References required.
Close to WSU. Please call
Denise 320-0203
$14.15 base-appt. guaran
teed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around class
es/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, con
ditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemar
keting, no door-to-door
sales. No experience neces
sary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580
NEED 10 Sales Associates.
Earn $$$!s now for Spring
Break. Call Carol 937-4293183
Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 298
DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service Opera
tions. In this position
you will earn: A competi
tive wage, Incentive
bonuses, Flexible schedul
ing, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.

LIVE-IN BABYSITTER NEED
ED, 10 minutes from WSU.
free room and board, pays
$100/wk. Flexible hours
available, to take care of
my 2 year old and 10 year
old at home. Call Char
lene at 233-6012 for more
informtion. Personal Ref
erences needed.

-Cash for CD's DVD's
Videos, Playstation,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box, and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
Time Around. 1133
Brown Street (near U.D.)
228-6399

Singer and guitarist look
ing to start an original
rock band. Should be
experienced and willing
to practice at least once a
week. Call Scott at
53 3-0961. Leave a mes
sage.
Positions available for
2003-2004 Union Activi
ties Board. Applications
available in EOO 5 Student
Union Administrative
Office. Info sessions will
be held March 10th &
12th at 3pm in W02S SU.
For more info call us at
775-5500. Applications
due 5pm April 3rd.

. fop lllnt
Walking distance to
WSU, 2 br OFF Campus
Forest Lane. 937-879-5184
Studio or one bedroom
apartment $280-$325 a
month. No deposits for
students or staff. Heat
paid. Call 228-4520.
Roomate male or female 3
bedroom house, 1 1/2
baths, 2 car garage, road
runner service, hot tub,
quiet neighborhood.
$360/mo +utilities.Call
Randy 848-3566
Looking for a place to live
this summer and want to
stay on campus? The -girls
of 2130 apartment ZAM
College Park are looking
for 2 fem ales to take over
leases for the summer
quarter. Call Amanada at
775-6246 or Kylie at 7751675 for more informa-

$0 DOWN!! 4 bdrm, 2
_baths, 1178 square feet,
brand new kitchen w/all
applis., Whirlpool bath,
gas fireplace, bsmt, garage,
privacy fence. 63 W. Hud
son Ave. Only $698/mo,
$0 down, $0 closing costs.
937-416-7916 OR minutes
from WSU 3 bdrm 1 1/2
baths, 1292 square feet,
brand new kitch-en w/all
appls, Whirlpool bath, 2
car gar., basmt, privacy
fence, fire place, 31 S. Del
mar Ave. Only $672/mo.,
$0 down, $0 closing. 937416-7916
Belmont (Dayton) 10 min.
from WSU/WPAFB.
$475/mo. (Heat, Water &
Trash removal included).
A/C, Laundry. Two bed
room apt. avail. NOW!
(Move in special $99.) call
609-6622

Call

PROMOTE TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREEi !

775-5539
to place a
classified

r1-1-

'

u•wc•

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

ad.

&am s1.000-sz.ooo
for your stuclent
Group in ju 3 hours!
College funct,a,s,ng made Simple. Sale and Free.

Multiple fundraising opions available. No
carwashes. No raffles. Just success!
Fundraising dates are filling quickly. Get
with the programs that work!

11rk

S@!np s

"W"Vlr"W".sun.chase. com.

1•800•SUNCHA SJB

888-923-3238 • www campuslundra1ser.com
I
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Not valid with other offers. One
coupon per customer.
Must present coupon.
Expires 5/31 /03

Family Entertainment Center
mper Boats (Opening Approx. April 15)
1:~Iumper Cars (Opening Approx. March 15)

Gro J'fof20or

mM , Call Jim at

Ba ing Cages (Opening Approx. March 1)

429-5959
xlOO

1/2 &- 1 hour rentals

Not valid with other offers . One
coupon per customer.
Must present Coupon.
Expires 5/31 /03

fl-~allCffll

2 18-hole Miniature Golf Courses
• 90 Video & Redemption Games

3220 Dayton-Xenia Rd.
BEAVERCREEK

WHEN ATTRACTIONS
AR.E IN SEASON:

Fu

z!
$1(1)0

(Mini All-Access Pass)
COMING THIS SUMMER!

ONE COUPON , PER CUSTOMER, PER OAY, NO DOUBLE COUPONS

Just like you,
we like late nights.

27 Years Serving

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

·: ----------------~----------------~
1 Large
2 Large
:

One-Topping
Pizzas

One-Topping
Pizza

I

$11.99

$7.99

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
L

I

r

.

.

.•

Change 011, Lube chasis, change filter, up to
5 qts. oil. Some special oil & filters higher.
Most cars and light trucks. Offer ends 4/30/03

I
I

t
I
I

Change oil, top off all fluids under the hood, replace
wiper blades, complete 4 tire rotation, check tires &
pressures, examine brakes, exhaust, suspension,
light~, and a free jug of washer fluid! Most cars and
light trucks. Offer ends 4/30/03

------------- ----I

FAIRBORN

BEAVERCREEK

Fairborn Tires & Battery
31 S. Broad St.
878-3612

2276 GRANGE HALL RD .
426-9003

.J

Valid for all

campus area

hOUbing, including

off campus
apartmen ts.
Expires: 4/30/03

Valid for all

campus ar('a
housing, inrludlrtg
off campus
apartm~nts.
Expues: 4/30/03

~----------------~----------------

879-PAPA

